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The metastable nature of metallic glasses (MGs) limits their applications. We report the formation

of a stable Pd40.16Ni9.64Cu30.12P20.08 MG with bulk size under high pressure at room temperature.

The stable MG shows remarkably enhanced thermal and kinetic stability with substantially

increased glass transition temperature Tg, crystallization temperature Tx, density and mechanical

properties. The unique stability can be further reinforced by higher pressure and maintained even

above Tg. This result can advance the glass design and the understanding of the fundamental issues

in MGs. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4968834]

The bulk metallic glasses (MGs) have attracted exten-

sive interest due to the outstanding properties such as high

hardness, high elasticity, and corrosion resistance as func-

tional and structural materials.1–5 However, due to their

metastable nature, the lack of stability has become one of the

major obstacles that limit the applications of bulk MGs.6–8

Therefore, the fabrication of stable or ultrastable glasses has

been highly expected and the relative research has become

an active and exciting area during the last decade.

Ediger et al. first reported the formation of ultrastable

glasses which have exceptional kinetic and thermodynamic

stability with substantial higher glass transition temperature Tg

and lower fictive temperature Tf in organic glasses.9 Recent

experimental results have demonstrated that both ultrastable

organic glasses9–19 and ultrastable MG20 can be fabricated by

means of deposition methods with careful control of the sub-

strate temperature and deposition rate. Simulations have

revealed that such efficient packing of atoms in ultrastable

glasses with abundance of regular Voronoi polyhedral could

be the essential structure factor that leads to the extraordinary

stability compared to normal counterparts.21 However, the

concept of ultrastable glasses is not very clear so far. Actually,

there are two kinds of ultrastable glasses. One is introduced

by Ediger that glass shows thermodynamic and kinetic ultra-

stability;9,11–19 another is kinetic ultrastable introduced by

Priestley and Samwer.10,20 All of these ultrastable glasses are

quasi two-dimensional film materials so far.9–21 Therefore, the

formation of highly stable glass with bulk size is still a major

scientific and technological challenge.

In this work, high pressure (HP), as an independent

dimension to temperature and time, is applied to bulk

Pd40.16Ni9.64Cu30.12P20.08 MG at room temperature (RT) to

fabricate stable bulk MG. The obtained stable MG shows

extraordinary kinetic and thermal stability with enhanced

glass transition temperature Tg and crystallization temperature

Tx, and remarkable higher density and hardness. Furthermore,

this stability can be reinforced by increasing pressure and

maintained even above Tg. The local structure is probed by

63Cu nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), which can provide

the structure signature and reveal the potential structural ori-

gin of bulk stable MG. We find that bulk stable MG with the

exceptional kinetic and thermal stability can be prepared

effectively by HP processing that can be regarded as a general

processing route to produce stable glasses.

The ingot with composition of Pd40.16Ni9.64Cu30.12P20.08

was prepared by induction melting. The ingot was remelted in

a Ti-gettered argon atmosphere and sucked into water cooled

Cu mold to obtain glassy cylindrical rods (with a diameter of

2 and 3 mm). Before all experiments, the quenched MGs were

initialized by heating the samples from RT to the supercooled

liquid and holding for 2 min, then cooling down to RT at 60 K

min�1 using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). After

then, the initialized samples are called as the standard MGs.

The glassy nature of all samples was ascertained using

X-ray diffraction (XRD) (data shown in the supplementary

material). Thermal analysis was carried out using DSC. The

surface morphology was studied by a Philips XL30 scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) instrument. The density was

measured by using Archimedean technique. Vickers micro-

hardness (Hv) was determined by using an EVERONE MH

series unit. 63Cu NMR spectra were studied by Bruker

Avance � 400 HD spectrometer with a magnetic field of

9.39 T at 298 K (see supplementary material).

The HP experiments were performed on the multi-anvil

large volume high-pressure apparatus. The standard MGs

were sealed in the pyrophyllite pressure transmitting medium

(PTM) and quasi-hydrostatically compressed to the target

pressure through compressing the tungsten carbide anvils

[Fig. 1(a)]. At the target pressure, we first stabilized the

whole system for 5 min, and then held the system for 1 h at

RT [Fig. 1(b)]. After unloading the pressure, the HP proc-

essed samples were released from the capsules for further

characterizations. The representative HP processed MG sam-

ples with 3 mm in diameter and 3 mm in length [Fig. 1(c)],

show no observable shear bands which can be demonstrated

by SEM [Fig. 1(d)] characterizations.

The kinetic and thermodynamic properties of the HP

processed MGs were measured by using DSC and compared

with the standard MG. The DSC traces of the standard and
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HP processed MGs show distinct glass transitions [Fig. 2(a)]

and typical sharp crystallization peaks (data shown in the

supplementary material). Further inspection reveals that the

DSC curves of the HP processed samples integrally shift to

the higher temperatures substantially. Remarkably, the glass

transition temperature Tg derived from heating process at

20 K min�1 increases about 6 K and 11 K [Fig. 2(a)] after HP

processing under 10 GPa and 17 GPa for 1 h at RT, respec-

tively, indicating that the HP processed MGs have higher

kinetic stability and need higher temperature to dislodge

atoms from their glassy configurations. The similar results

also have been observed in Ce-based bulk MG. In addition,

we find that the onset of crystallization temperature Tx [Fig.

2(b)] also increases about 11 K after HP processing under

17 GPa, revealing that the HP treatment can also raise the

energy barrier of the MG to rearrange atoms to form the crys-

talline structure. Furthermore, we isothermally annealed the

standard samples for 90 days at RT and 1 h at 538 K, respec-

tively [Fig. 2(c)], and note that the standard MG aged for 90

days at RT and 1 h at 538 K have a much lower kinetic stabil-

ity than that of the MG treated under HP for only 1 h at RT.

For the deposited ultrastable organic glass films, an

important feature is the relatively low position on the poten-

tial energy landscape (PEL).9,11,14,16,21 For comparison, we

calculated the enthalpies of the Pd-based samples by inte-

grating the heat capacity to compare the relative locations on

the PEL (see supplementary material). It is found that the

enthalpy of the HP processed MG is higher than that of the

standard MG and increases with increasing pressure [Fig.

2(d)]. When 17 GPa of external pressure is applied, the

enthalpy of the Pd-based MG reaches a maximum value of

about 0.26 kJ mol�1 higher than that of the standard MG.

The increased enthalpy indicates that the bulk stable MG is

not in the low energy state on PEL, but in a relatively higher

position. This phenomenon is in agreement with the ultrasta-

ble deposited glasses (a polymer glass film10 and a Zr-based

MG film20), but inconsistent with other molecular ultrastable

glass films.9,11,14,16,21 Our results further suggest that the

glasses with higher kinetic stability are not necessarily

located in the low energy states in thermodynamics.

To further explore the enhanced stability of the HP proc-

essed MG, we study the thermodynamic behaviors by heat-

ing with DSC. We first heated the samples from RT to 593 K

that was well above Tg (denoted as the first heating), and

cooled the samples to RT. Then these samples were heated

again to the temperature beyond the crystallization tempera-

ture Tx (the second heating). It is found that the aged MG

(annealed at 538 K for 1 h) transforms back to the standard

MG after the first heating. However, the HP processed MG

can trace the exact same route of the first heating during the

second heating and obviously deviates from the standard

FIG. 1. Illustration of HP experiments and HP bulk-size stable MGs. (a) The

schematic picture of HP sample assembly and pressure device. (b) The HP

experiments process of loading-stabilizing-holding (1 h)-unloading at room

temperature. (c) HP processed stable MGs with bulk size (3 mm in diameter

and 3 mm in length). (d) The SEM image of surface morphology of the HP

processed stable MG. No observable shear bands.

FIG. 2. Differential scanning calorime-

try (DSC) of Pd-based MGs. DSC

traces of standard MGs processed

under HP (3.5 GPa, 5.5 GPa, 10 GPa,

15 GPa and 17 GPa) for 1 h at room

temperature, (a) Evolution of glass

transition; (b) Crystallization process.

(c) DSC traces of the stable, standard,

and two aged MGs (isothermally

annealed at RT and 583 K for 90 days

and 1 h, respectively). (d) Enthalpy

obtained by integrating the heat capac-

ity of standard and HP processed MG.
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MG shown in Fig. 3(a). It suggests that the HP processed

MGs can sustain the higher stability even at temperature

above Tg, which has never been observed in other ultrastable

glasses in the previous studies.9–20 Although the HP proc-

essed MG is in the relatively higher position on the PEL

[Fig. 3(b)], it performs an outstanding stability at higher tem-

perature conditions. Our results indicate that the absolute

position on the PEL may not be the necessary criteria for the

higher stability.

The PEL can be used to describe the energy states of

glass materials, and energy minima and barriers on the PEL

control the thermodynamics and kinetic properties of

glass.5–7,22 Previous studies suggest that stress and strain can

alter the energy minima and barriers.23–25 In the present

work, because we applied quasi-hydrostatic pressure to the

MG, the PEL of the HP processed MG has changed and been

different from that of the standard MG. Previous experimen-

tal studies indicate that the potential activation energy of

glass is represented by the height of energy valley and is pro-

portional to the elastic modulus,26 and the elastic modulus

has a positive correlation with Tg.4 The enhanced stability

with the Pd-based MG report here may be duplicated for

other MGs. We propose that our processing using high

hydrostatic pressure is a more likely route to drive the MG

into an energy valley with higher energy barriers (and hence

a high Tg and high modulus), whereas shear deformation

often rejuvenates the MG structure instead. Figure 3(b) sche-

matically illustrates the PEL evolution under HP and deposi-

tions for various glasses. All these stable glasses formed by

HP or deposition methods have a common feature of higher

Tg. However, the relative positions on PEL determined from

the enthalpy are quite different. The deposited organic ultra-

stable glass9,11,14,16,21 locates in a relatively lower position

on PEL with much lower energy barriers that are easier to be

crossed and make the glass recover back to the normal states,

while the HP stable MG locates in the relatively higher posi-

tion on PEL with much higher energy barriers, which make

it difficult for the MG to escape from this energy valley to

another one. The present results indicate that the higher

energy barriers on the PEL may also be an essential prerequi-

site for the higher stability.

To better understand the role of pressure in the stability

of HP processed MG, we investigated the change of glass

transition temperature, dTg, (dTg¼Tg
HP–Tg

ST, Tg
ST and Tg

HP

are Tg of the standard MG and HP processed MGs, respec-

tively) and the change of crystallization temperature, dTx,

(dTx¼ Tx
HP–Tx

ST, Tx
ST and Tx

HP are the onset of crystalliza-

tion temperatures of the standard MG and HP processed

MGs, respectively) with pressure. As shown in Fig. 4(a), dTg

FIG. 3. (a) DSC curves of the standard MG (black), first heating (blue), and

second heating (purple) of aged MG (isothermally annealed at 538 K for

1 h); and first heating (green) and second hearing (red) of HP processed MG

(processed under 15 GPa). (b) Schematic illustration of the evolution of

potential energy landscape (PEL) induced by pressure and two possible

types of stable glasses (SG). The deposited SG is a stable organic

glass10,12,15,17,22 that has kinetic and thermodynamic stability. The HP SG is

standard MG processed under high pressure that shows high kinetic and

thermal stability.

FIG. 4. Effect of pressure on stability and properties. (a) The relative varia-

tion of glass transition temperature dTg and crystallization temperature dTx

vs. pressure (GPa). (b) The relative variation of density and hardness vs.

pressure (GPa). Schematic inset depictions of the evolution of structure with

pressure in HP processed MG (b). The red atoms represent flow units that

loosely pack and embed in solid glassy substrate (blue atoms).
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has a roughly linear relationship with pressure indicating that

the higher the applied pressure, the more stable the MG is. In

addition, the change of crystallization temperature dTx also

increases with increasing pressure, which is different with

the previous studies,27,28 implying that the HP processed

MGs might transform directly into melting liquids without

crystallization behavior if the applied pressure is sufficiently

high. Thus, the HP processed MG can also be a model glass

to investigate the crystallization process.

It is highly wanted to make a higher-density and higher-

hardness glass in the expectation that it would also show

improved stiffness and thermal stability. However, the densi-

fication process is kinetically hindered that the extremely

long times are required for rearrangements of the local struc-

ture. A structure is formed that has even higher barriers to

rearrangement for every step towards supercooled liquid.

Thus the process of densification through physical aging

slows logarithmically over time. Researchers have recently

discovered that high-density glasses can be assembled in a

process known as physical vapor deposition.29 Coincident

with stability, the ultrastable glasses usually possess

enhanced density and mechanical properties,9,11,20 which is

also true for the present bulk HP processed MG. The density

and hardness of the HP processed MG versus pressure are

shown in Fig. 4(b). The relative density change (qHP–qST)/

qST (qST and qHP are the density of the standard and HP

processed bulk MGs, respectively) of the HP processed MG

is substantially increased with pressure (e.g., 1% at 17 GPa),

which is in agreement with the results observed in in situ
high pressure experiments.30 In addition, the relative hard-

ness increases with increasing pressure monotonically (e.g.,

8% increased at 17 GPa), suggesting that the HP processed

MG is much stronger against deformation than the standard

MG. Extensive studies have proved that MGs are actually

intrinsic microstructural heterogeneous31,32 with loosely

packed liquid-like regions which are also called flow

units.33–36 When the external pressure is applied to MGs, the

atoms in flow units [inset of Fig. 4(b)] can cooperatively

rearrange and are packed more efficiently, leading to higher

density and hardness. With this method 1% increase in den-

sity and 8% increase in hardness are easily achieved. Such

transformation from lower density to higher density amor-

phous phases under HP in MGs has also been observed in

other MG studies.37,38

To investigate the structural origin of the HP processed

stable MG, we performed the nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) experiments, which can be used to probe the local

site symmetry and electronic properties of MGs.39–42 As

shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), both Tg and Hv increase almost

monotonically with increasing pressure, indicating the bond-

ing between atoms in the local structure becomes stronger

because Tg and Hv are directly proportional to Young’s mod-

uli,4 and the Young’s moduli is directly related to bonding

strength. This might be the microstructural origin of the

enhanced stability. To distinguish the bonding states between

the standard and HP processed MGs, 63Cu (spin I¼ 3/2)

NMR spectroscopy was used for probing the electronic den-

sity of states within the vicinity of the Fermi level. Figure 5

shows the 63Cu NMR solid state powder spectra of the stan-

dard and HP processed MGs of 15 GPa, respectively. The

isotropic Knight shifts in MGs can be determined by the

peak position of the symmetrical central lines, which can be

verified by the magnetic field dependent experiments. As

shown in Fig. 5, the 63Cu isotropic Knight shift increases

from 785 ppm for the standard MG to 840 ppm for the HP

processed MG. The change in 63Cu isotropic Knight shift in

a metal is predominantly due to changes of local electronic

density of states on the 63Cu sites near the Fermi level.39–44

Previous studies also demonstrate that the change of Knight

shift is induced by the Structural change.40,45,46 This result

demonstrates that the distribution of local atoms at 63Cu sites

in the more stable MG is distinct from that of the standard

one, indicating that the atomic configurations of the MGs

have been changed by HP processing. The 63Cu NMR isotro-

pic shifts can thus be considered as a structural signature for

the stability of Pd-based MG system. To be noted, this local

structural information is hardly accessible by conventional

diffraction methods.

In summary, the bulk-sized more stable Pd-based MG

that exhibits high kinetic and thermal stability is fabricated

by a high pressure method at room temperature. The high

pressure processed MG has substantially enhanced glass

transition temperature, crystallization temperature, and

increased density and hardness. The enhanced stability of the

bulk MG originates from the change of local atomic structure

and the bonding states between atoms under high pressure.

The results are helpful to design stable metallic glasses with

bulk size. As a model glassy material, the high-pressure-fab-

ricated stable MG with bulk size could provide insight into

some fundamental issues such as glass transition, crystalliza-

tion, and the nature of glass.

See supplementary material for experimental details, the

way to calculate the enthalpy and data for: pressure depen-

dence of crystallization behavior, and XRD structure.
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FIG. 5. NMR spectra of standard and representative HP processed (15 GPa)

bulk MGs. The 63Cu NMR spectra are normalized to the maximum intensity

for standard MG and stable MG.
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